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The Health Ministry in Gaza reports that as of the end of July, 2024, more than 39,000
Palestinians, mostly women and children, have been slaughtered in Gaza by the Israeli
military using hegemon U.S.A.’s mighty weapons of mass destruction.[1]

A good deal of people in the awakening Global South have learned that those tens of
thousands precious Palestinian lives of mostly women and children were ordered taken by
the criminally insane Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

This week billions of majority Humanity watched on TV or heard of the obnoxious killer
Netanyahu being welcomed by the assembled entire U.S. government that provides Israel
with the bombs, missiles, guns, planes, tanks, ships, munitions, and diplomatic and military
protection that has made the murder of those 39,000 fellow Global South men, women and
children possible.[2]

Yes, those 39,000 dead Palestinians are now seen in the ever more sensitive awakening
Global South as their fellows, fellows within the nations of the grand Global South of Africa,
Asia and the Americas that were once conquered, colonised, enslaved and exploited by
racist Europeans, and their overseas offspring. 

Global South Lives Matter 

Today,  Global  South  lives  are  still  considered  less  important  than  the  lives  of  white
descendants of the conquering colonialists,  who have retained a substantial  amount of
hegemony over most of the planet largely through powerful international reach media.

This difference in the value and importance of lives is apparent in the Middle East now. For
example,  the lives of  a hundred Israeli  hostages certainly are being given much more
importance than the lives of 39,000 Arabs and the 90,000 injured, including thousands of
amputees, and another thousand buried under the ruble of what was the cities of Gaza.

The CIA overseen Western entertainment/news&information conglomerates [3] emphasise
this  difference  with  their  coverage  of  the  suffering  of  the  families  of  the  hostages,
interviewing the family members at length, while rarely interviewing Arabs, many of whom
have lost their entire family, and rarely if  ever, mention the thousands of Palestinians,
including women and children in Israeli prisons the hostages were taken to exchange with.

Whether watching British BBC, German DW, Tokyo’s NHK, French TV, or NBC, CBS, ABC,
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FOX, or  PBS,  the loss of  thousands of  Palestinian children’s  lives is  only occasionally  
mentioned within a numerical report of the ever rising statistic of dead Palestinians. 

Those of  us  who get  our  news from the Internet  have been reading for  nine months
Aljazeera’s morning report of another 40 or 60 or 80 Palestinians killed overnight during an
Israeli bombing of a school or other structure where hundreds of families made homeless
had taken shelter with their children. One receives such horrible news with pathos, but as
the killing keeps going on and on and on regardless of all outcries (in this writer’s case
publishing many articles about it),  one fights a  feeling of  hopelessness frustrated without
any way to stave off the horror and pain of the pitiless attacks of tomorrows stretching out
into the future seemingly forever.

Netanyahu  Before  the  U.S.  Congress  Emphasises  the  Hostages
Without Mentioning the 39,000 Massacred Palestinians [2]

The genocidal level of cruelty of the American government is made clear by its having
invited this bloody madman, for whom the UN International Criminal Court has asked for his
arrest for crimes against humanity.[4]

The Gaza genocide, so proudly ignored in Washington, will cause the citizenry of the nations
of the Global South to remember the U.S./NATO deadly destruction of oil rich Iraq and Libya,
the latter having had a higher quality of living standard than nine European countries; the
grim perishing of a million Syrians at the merciless hands of Islamic terrorist organisations
secretly provisioned by CIA arrangements;[5] in Somaliathe never ending regime change
war for a warlord regime replacing a popular Islamic courts government; the decades of U.S.
led occupation war in Afghanistan; the millions murdered in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia;
the  massive  bloodshed  brought  about  in  Guatemala,  El  Salvador  and  Nicaragua,  the
bombing obliteration of all North Korean cities, and U.S. invasion of the South when the civil
war was already over with the North easily prevailing for meeting little opposition; the
bombing and invasions of Panama, Dominican Republic, Cuba and Grenada; the ruthless
murder of the first President of a free Congo initiating 70 years of hellish civil wars. Not to
mention CIA homicidal machinations 

overthrowing governments in Iran in 1953 and Chile in 1973.

As people in the Global South learn of monster killer Netanyahu receiving great applause
during a special session of the U.S. Congress while the horrific genocide continues in Gaza,
one or more other American crimes against the humanity that is the Global South will come
to mind. 

Global South Lives Will Soon Matter

In our now multi-polar world led by a remarkably productive China, the lives of the majority
of humanity in the Global South, (until recently disrespectfully called The ‘Third’ World or
The  ‘Developing’  World,  earlier,  The  ‘Underdeveloped’  World  and  still  earlier  The
‘Undeveloped’ World), are restored to the level of the ingenious human species they never
were otherwise.

It would appear that the so called Caucasian race might be thought to be on the back foot
for much considering  itself of superior worth. 
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The lands of the non-White Global South contain the ancient empires of high civilisations of
Egypt, China and India, conquered by the more primitive arising empires of the marauding
Europeans, whose inhumane racism as practiced for more than five centuries, will  become
as non-existent as it was before the farm boy soldiers of Portugal, Spain, Holland, France
and England, got to bewonder the Taj Mahal, the Great Wall of China, the Temples of Egypt,
Aztec Tenochtitlan and other sights of higher civilisations than their own.

But with the ancient non recriminatory attitude inherent in Chinese culture soon to be
influencing  life  throughout  the  world,  peace  and  reciprocal  admiration  should  replace
today’s  and  yesterday’s  era  of  confrontation.  

*
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